1981 corvette headlight vacuum diagram

Goto Top. The upper steel housing has one small metal port connected to a small white vacuum
hose. The black shaft has 3 vacuum ports connected to large vacuum hoses. The top port is
used to supply vacuum to the actuators to close the headlamps. It is marked with the letter " R "
and a red dot; red hose. The center port is the vacuum supply marked with the letter " Y " and a
yellow dot; yellow hose. The bottom port is used to open the headlamps and is marked with the
letter " G " and a green dot; green hose. Remove the filter at the base of the relay and inspect it
for damage and to make sure it isn't clogged. If it is clogged, the headlamp doors may open
slowly. B lock off the green port and attach the vacuum pump to the yellow port. Vacuum
pressure should be maintained. If not, the relay should be replaced. Failure of this test does not
mean the relay will not function at all. What it does mean is that once the car is turned off, the
holding tank will not hold a vacuum because the yellow port is always open to the vacuum
storage tank. Apply vacuum to the small metal port and note if the valve moves freely up
towards the diaphragm. If is doesn't, the valve is frozen and the relay needs replaced. Release
the vacuum at the small metal port. The valve should sharply snap toward the filter end. Slow
movement indicates either a worn spring or the valve is sticking. This will cause the headlamp
doors to open slowly. Apply vacuum to the small metal port. Pinch off this hose to maintain
vacuum pressure and remove the vacuum pump. Block off the red port and apply vacuum to the
yellow port. If vacuum is not maintained, replace the relay. I decided to put together a vacuum
troubleshooting because their just isn't a free one on the internet I could find. I think about
every C3 owner out there has had some sort of problem with their headlights opening and
closing; and it's not easy to fix them without a good guide. Click on the vacuum system graphic
below to enlarge for printing or to save to your hard drive. All of the tests should be conducted
with the engine off, unless otherwise indicated. Pinch closed the small white hose leading to a
relay valve and the headlamp doors should open. When released, the door should close. This
operation usually can only be performed once without the car running. If this test fails and your
headlamps still open and close while the car is running, it simply means the system is not
operating at percent as designed. The following tests should help you pinpoint why this test
failed. The hoses should have colored stripes that correspond to colored paint dots on the
vacuum system components. The colors used are red, yellow, green, white and blue. The red
hoses are used to close the headlamp doors and the green hoses are used to open them. Y
ellow hoses are used for the vacuum supply or holding tank. The small white hoses are signal
hoses ; they signal the relay to open or close. The s mall blue hoses are used to connect the
pull down switch with the headlamp switch. This includes checking for kinks, pinches and
holes. Plug one end of the hose I use a bolt a little bigger than the inside diameter of the hose
and connect the other to a vacuum pump. If the v acuum pressure drops, the hose has a leak
and should be closely examined for damage. If the hose is damaged, replace it. But don't throw
it away, you may be able to salvage some of the hose for use elsewhere. The tank should
maintain a vacuum. If the tank will not hold a vacuum, then it can be replace or possible
repaired. Air can only pass from the side with the 2 ports, towards the side with the single port.
You should be able to blow into either of the 2 ports opposite the single port. These 2 ports
should hold vacuum when attached to a vacuum pump as long as the adjacent port is plugged.
The end with the single port should not maintain vacuum pressure and you should not be able
to blow air into this port. A leaking check valve may cause the headlamps to open when the
engine is turned off; but this depends on the condition of the rest of the headlight vacuum
system. A bad check valve, where air travels in both directions, will allow all the air to escape
from the holding tank and prevent operation of the headlights while the car is turned off. A
clogged check valve will prevent vacuum from being supplied to the system. If it is extremely
soiled, it should be replaced with a new one. Ensure it is replaced the in the same orientation as
is was removed or particles in the filter will be sucked into the engine. A cracked or leaking filter
may allow dirt particles into the engine, and will cause a vacuum leak. The threaded shaft is
protected by a cone shaped boot. Each actuator has 2 vacuum ports. More specifically, the
green hose opens the headlamp doors and red closes them. With headlamps in the closed
position, disconnect the large red hose and attach the vacuum pump. If the vacuum pressure
holds, the internal diaphragm is good. If the vacuum pressure drops, the internal diaphragm is
leaking and the actuator must be replaced. If vacuum pressure holds, the internal diaphragm
and rear sealing grommet are both good. If the vacuum pressure drops, replace the grommet. At
this point this port should hold a vacuum. If you unblock the white port, you should be able to
look into it and see daylight. Attach the vacuum pump to port 2. Vacuum Troubleshooting. The
headlamps should be off and closed and the pull down switch should be pushed in. Click here
for a diagram of internal actuator operation. The front port is straight and identified by a green
dot; the rear port is curved and identified by a red dot. Looking for info about Corvette Vacuum
Diagram? You could be a specialist that intends to seek referrals or solve existing issues. Or

you are a pupil, or maybe even you that just need to know concerning Corvette Vacuum
Diagram. Whatever you are, we try to bring the content that matches exactly what you are
looking for. You could originate from a search engine, then discover this web site. This subject
is a lot of people searching on the net, therefore we accumulate pictures from various reputable
sources and also recognize in their field. The outcomes of the aggregation are posted on this
web site. Below are several of the top illustrations we receive from numerous resources, we
really hope these images will serve to you, and ideally extremely pertinent to just what you
desire regarding the Corvette Vacuum Diagram is. This photo we have filteringed system from
excellent generate the best photo, however exactly what do you assume? We wish to make a
web site helpful for lots of people. If the photo above is not very clear, please click the picture
you wish to enlarge, then you will be required to one more page to display a more clear as well
as larger photo, you will certainly also exist details from gambvar. Below this internet site there
is likewise a Corvette Vacuum Diagram image gallery, if the picture over is inadequate for you.
Tags: corvette ac vacuum diagram corvette engine vacuum diagram corvette headlight vacuum
diagram corvette vacuum diagram corvette vacuum hose diagram corvette vacuum system
diagram. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. Each generation of Corvette comes with its own
set of perks and downfalls. In the case of the C3, one of the most commonly experienced
problems is the dreaded "lazy eye" headlight syndrome. Are you accustomed to waiting an
extra few minutes for your C3 to warm up before pulling the headlight switch, or simply driving
the first several miles of each trip with one light up and the other closed? If so, don't dismay.
Many C3 headlight woes can be remedied with a simple vacuum-hose replacement. And even in
a worst-case scenario-that of a failed actuator-it should only take around two hours to rectify
the problem. Over the next few paragraphs, we'll walk you through the process of diagnosing
and repairing this problem on a third-generation Corvette. Although our subject car is a '79
edition, the information contained herein applies equally to all ''82 models. Diagnosis Begin by
tracing all the related vacuum hoses from the actuators to the engine, and inspecting them for
cracks, pinches, or holes. If you find any, repairing or replacing the suspect hose could cure
your problem. Continue by inspecting the seals on the actuators themselves, repairing or
replacing as necessary. If all of your lines and seals look good, turn on the engine and listen for
any hissing sounds emanating from these areas. This could help you track down the location of
any hard-to-spot vacuum leaks. If none of these steps is effective in identifying the problem, it's
time to break out the tools. Check out the accompanying photos as we take you through the
process. Take a look into our archives at this turbocharged and EFI-boosted Corvette concept!
The L48's output was boosted to hp. A duo of father and son restored this Chevrolet Corvette
that took them thirteen years. Check out this Vette doused in '03 Dodge Viper Red paint! Read
more only at This cherry red Chevrolet Corvette Coupe is blown and fully equipped! It features a
ci motor, a Comp Cams hydraulic roller camshaft, a Holley cfm carburetor, nitrous, a Pro Comp
Turbo transmission, and much more! Check out the details and pictures at Vette Magazine. We
rounded up three different Vettes with different attributes that have made the Glass Menagerie
cut form Vette Magazine. How To. View Full Gallery. Sources Zip Products. View Full Image.
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Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist.
People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Fits - Check if this
part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item
you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new
window or tab. Seller information catheadlights Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More
See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Clarksville, Tennessee, United States. Ships to:.
United States and many other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Tue. Delivery
times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges
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Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your

convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by catheadlights. Designed,engineered,and manufactured by Catheadlights. The 2nd
easiest kit to install on the market Custom kits. Kits without motors. Electric headlight opener
conversion kit for C3 Corvettes designed by Catheadlights. The kit consists of new,
Catheadlights exclusive design,CNC laser cut mounts that bolt to the factory vacuum actuator
position, no drilling required,complete with refurbished Ford or Mazda motors that have been
tapped and use button head bolts to secure them to the mount. No unreliable motors to replace
or expensive electronics. Unlike kits that use linear actuators, our kits use motors that can be
opened manually. The mounts require a small notch to be cut, as shown in the pics, but the
Catheadlights mount completely covers it, making installation look factory, and also
strengthening the headlight system. Power,ground and trigger wire. This wiring harness is
recommended for floor mounted dimmer switch Vettes only , because of the difficulty to
connect the trigger wire on column mounted dimmer switch Vettes Using the dimmer switch
ensures a factory opening look. Other wiring options do not allow your headlights to stay
closed while your running lights are on. Check out our other 1 wire plug and play kit in my EBay
store that we recommend for Vettes, or if you prefer not to cut or splice your original wiring
harness. Kits without motors are also available. Check out our seller feedback for all our
headlight conversion kits. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller
has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 3 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 3. Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Feedback on catheadlights from others who bought this item. Positive
feedback. Thank you for the excellent response and quick shipping of my order. Very satis.
Product was exactly as described and works great. Exceptional quality. Back to home page
Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. Ask for a promo code before purchasing. Detailed instructions are
included. International Priority Shipping. Save the Wave! Where I've been in a Corvette!!! Bair's
Corvettes Support our Vendors! Advertise Here. Topic: Heater Control Valve vacuum lines?
Click Here to Login Not yet a Member? Click Here to Register for Free! New Topic. Post Reply.
New Poll. Heater Control Valve vacuum lines? LS1 Swap 3. Hi everyone! Can anybody tell me
where the vacuum lines for the heater control valve plug into inside the car. I have no vacuum at
the end that connects to the valve. So I'm assuming that I probably don't even have vacuum at
the selector switch. What should I look for? I did replace the dashboard in this car not too long
ago, so I'm thinking that I probably knocked a line off. Lifetime Member The only thing I can
offer is to look in either an Assembly Instruction Manual for your year or the repair manuals
from Chilton's or Haynes. All original. On later years this line either teed off of the large vacuum
line to your headlights or came straight off the intake manifold metal tee. T
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his water valve has the same properties as the vent door located in the passengers side cowl
that shuts off outside air to the interior. If you have vacuum to that valve and can't find the water
control line, tee off the outside air valve line probably green striped. Thanks for the info guy's! I
really appreciate the help. I verified the operation of all systems, tested actuator doors, checked
vacuum lines, tracing them all back to source. The previous contributor had it right The shop
manual has a nice schematic of how those vacuum lines are run and if I had my scanner up and
online, I would send you a pic. The black vacuum line can be traced out through the firewall and
than splits back to the port on the intake manifold. The line is more of a tube than a hose as it

enters the firewall looking from the drive's side inside the engine compartment. Of course, if
you've been underneath your dash doing work Your 81 is similar to my 78 and I'm assuming its
an air car. If you have questions

